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Silver Shadow® Advanced Security Systems Ltd., among 1,600 exhibitors  

at the 2019 Shot Show® in Las Vegas 

 

 

Or Yehuda 9-12-2018 – Silver Shadow® will be joining an amazing list of more than 1,600 

exhibitors at the 2019 SHOT Show®, January 22–25, at the Sands Expo Center in Las Vegas, 

Booth #1466. 

 

“We're excited to be back at the Show, displaying our new Gilboa® rifles and especially the 

new Double Barrel Rifle (DBR) Snake .223 which so many people have been waiting to see 

on the market.. Silver Shadow® will be featuring its new and much awaited US-Made, 

DBR Snake rifle, there's a long waiting list for this rifle already" says Micky Shoham, VP 

sales and marketing of the company. 
 

In order to meet the demands of the US market the company has partnered with a local 

manufacturer and now manufactures its series of US line of rifles to the US market.  

 

Silver Shadow will be displaying it's entire US-made Gilboa rifle line including the M43 

7.62x39mm rifle and pistol, the Gilboa 9mm and the Gilboa Carbine .223, in addition to this the 

famous Corner Shot® system also invented and manufactured by the company.  

 

Silver Shadow® Advanced Security Systems Ltd. was founded and established in 1995 by its 

C.E.O and Owner - Amos Golan (Lt. Col. Res.), a former senior officer and Commander of 

Special Units of the Israel Defense Forces (IDF) and Israel Police, inventor, developer of 

weapons and security products.  

 

The Company is an authorized arms dealer and weapon manufacturer as well as developer and 

R&D hub. 

 (www.cornershot.com).  The Corner Shot is a tactical platform system which enables law 

enforcement personnel to observe and engage hostile threats with pin-point accuracy, while at 

the same time safeguarding the lives of the combat personnel at the “sharp end”, in counter-

terrorism, urban warfare, field combat and violent crime scenarios. This system can be adapted 

to several types of pistols such as: Glock, Sig, Beretta as well as to Assault Rifles and the 40mm 

launcher (M-203). 

http://www.cornershot.com/
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Silver Shadow supplies rifles to many entities in Israel, among others: Israeli MOD, The Prime 

Minister's office, various Gov. Ministries, the Nature Reserves Authority, maritime security 

companies, Israel Railways, Israel Post office response team, various local security companies 

and MOD contractors.  

 

Moreover, the company is manufacturing in Israel the following rifles: 9mm SMG that uses 

Glock mags and operates similar to the M4 rifle, a series of 5.56mm Gilboa Carbines and SBR's 

and DMR's, the 300 BLACKOUT and the M43 7.62x39 rifle series. 

 

Silver Shadow® will also be accompanied by Ms. Lovie Malespin, an IDF firearms instructor, 

IDF veteran and famous Instagram persona. 
 


